MY BEST VERSE
Erotic novel

Cova Galena
Sofia is courageous and determined but does not believe in love; she can’t resist Malik, who
takes her to the limits of desire.

Synopsis
Until when will Sofía be able to resist the most intimate and wild wishes that Kilam awakens?
An unexpected call. That rap singer, which lyrics are so aggressive and gestures are so harsh, wants to
hire me. His appearance and everyone that surrounds him look so intimidating that I feel like running
away, but there’s something about him and his deep infinite look, that paralyses and attracts me more
and more. He tempts me with his words, and the way he moves and acts. I can’t control it. He’s impulsive,
spontaneous and so intensive, that I just feel like moving away again and again, but a strong feeling
starts to arise between us before we can stop it. I desire him, I want him so badly that it hurts. I want to
own his body, his soul, his moans of pleasure and his breath. Yet I am scared, as what I feel for him is
stronger and stronger.
Can I possibly be in love with him?, but what is love? He loves me, I know he does, he’s told me. However,
his actions are keeping our hearts miles apart. Only a song, his best verse, will make our love succeed.
Together we were unstoppable, but apart, the beats of our hearts would faint.
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-My Best Verse is an erotic novel with a female protagonist different from other novels of
the genre: Sofia is young, brave, and full of personality. The context is also different, as the
plot focuses on the world of European rap. The male protagonist, Malik/Kilam, is powerful,
sweeping, very attractive and with something of mischievousness. A story full of sexual tension, a continuous push and pull in which finally love will succeed.
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-The literary style of this novel is agile, and sparkling, uses fresh and very direct language.
Narrated in the third person, with an omniscient narrator, the reader knows at all times what
the two protagonists feels and think. The literary references of this title would be works of
authors such as Megan Maxwell, Silvia Day and Elena Montagud.
-There are few novels inspired in the world of rap, none of this genre. In addition, as a differential value, the author was inspired by a real rapper, Booba (the biggest rapper in France)
for the creation of the male character.
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-Galena Cova is an author of romantic literature, well known in the publishing world. She has
been a finalist in several literary prizes and published several novels with publishers such as
Ediciones B or Romantic Ediciones. She is a great promoter of her work in social networks
and events of the publishing industry.

